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editor’sview
By Mark Andrews, Technical Editor

Opportunities and challenges unfolding
at SEMICON Europa 2018
SEMICON Europa, if judged by size alone, might seem to stand in the shadow of the
enormous Electronica event it will operate alongside 13-16 November in Munich. But in a
very real sense, SEMICON brings a sharp focus to the opportunities and challenges facing
both semiconductor and electrical industries across European and global markets.
Almost every facet of life in a modern world is touched by electrification. Today, any
product or device with electrons flowing through it has or likely will have a semiconductorbased control or logic system that enables faster, better, or more efficient and reliable
performance. In a very real way, one side of the industry can’t thrive without the other.
SEMICON Europa will again host internationally-acclaimed speakers and companies
touting their latest advances—calling attention to opportunities and issues the industry
faces as global economies strive to maintain the momentum that has built since 2017.
Like almost everything to do with semiconductor production, good news is frequently accompanied by cautionary disclaimers.
When the SEMI trade group reported recently that wafer shipments in 2018 are expected to eclipse 2017’s market highs, continuing
to reach record levels through 2021, this news was tempered by the fact that the massive surge in memory chip sales last year and
much of 2018 could be on course for a correction, pointing to the fact that capacity added last year and in early 2018 is coming
online. And so the cycle goes.
In this issue of Silicon Semiconductor, we explore many of the topics that will echo through the exhibit halls of SEMICON Europa.
In Part 1 of our SEMICON article series, we look at companies supplying advanced materials support; novel fabrication solutions
for next-gen devices; and new in-vehicle connectivity solutions for auto makers.
Looking at requirements across the semiconductor ecosystem, this magazine also examines means to reduce defects, speed
production and cut some of the more tedious aspects of working on the floor of a busy fab. Rudolph Technologies describes
its advanced process control (APC) solution that has led to astounding gains for customers. We also examine ways in which
over-the-top performance in memory markets might last a bit longer, defying past cyclical trends. And then there’s the China-US
trade dispute…no easy solutions on either side of that argument, but could the row create potential opportunities for IC makers
outside those countries? See you in Munich!
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Imec and ASML enter next stage
of EUV lithography collaboration
LEADING RESEARCH and innovation
hub in nanoelectronics and digital
technologies imec, and ASML Holding
N.V. (ASML), the technology and market
leader in lithographic equipment,
announce the next step in their extensive
collaboration.
Together, they will accelerate the
adoption of EUV lithography for highvolume production, including the current
latest available equipment for EUV (0.33
Numerical Aperture, NA). Moreover, they
will explore the potential of the nextgeneration high-NA EUV lithography to
enable printing of even smaller nanoscale
devices advancing semiconductor
scaling towards the post 3 nanometre
Logic node.
To this end, they will establish a joint
high-NA EUV research lab.
Imec and ASML have been conducting
joint research for almost thirty years.
In 2014, they created a joint research
centre, the Advanced Patterning Centre,
to optimize lithography technology
for advanced CMOS integration and
to prepare the ecosystem to support
advance patterning requirements.
Now, they bring this cooperation to
the next stage with the installation of
ASML’s most advanced and high-volume
production dedicated EUV scanner
(NXE:3400B) in imec’s cleanroom.
Utilizing imec’s infrastructure and
advanced technology platforms, imec
and ASML researchers and partner
companies can pro-actively analyze
and solve technical challenges such
as defects, reliability and yield, and as
such accelerate the EUV technology’s
industrialization.
With a 250W light source, ASML’s newest
EUV system throughput will be more than
125 wafers per hour, one of the industry’s
most important requirements for highvolume production. The NXE:3400B
will also be equipped with the latest
alignment and leveling sensors, to enable
optimal process control at this high
throughput.
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This will facilitate the overlay matching
of the NXE:3400B to that of the latest
immersion scanner, NXT:2000i, that will
also be installed in imec’s cleanroom in
2019. In addition, ASML and imec will
expand the metrology capability with new
ASML YieldStar optical metrology and
ASML-HMI Multi-electron beam metrology
equipment, allowing more accurate and
faster evaluation of nanoscale structures.
To continue on the leading edge
of lithography development, a
second component of the increasing
collaboration is the foundation of a joint
high-NA EUV research lab. In this lab,
researchers from both organizations will
experiment with the next generation of
EUV lithography at higher NA.
Systems with a higher NA project the
EUV light onto the wafer under larger
angles, improving resolution, and
enabling printing of smaller features.
More specifically, the new high-NA EUV
system, EXE:5000, that will be installed in
the joint research lab, will have an NA of
0.55 instead of 0.33 in current NXE:3400
EUV systems.
Already now, the first joint scientific
projects to facilitate the introduction of
high-NA EUV, are ongoing. In the joint
research lab, ASML and imec will
perform research on the manufacturing
of the most advanced nanoscale
devices by high-NA EUV and assist the
ecosystem of equipment and material
suppliers to prepare for the introduction
of high-NA EUV technology to the
industry.
Luc Van den hove, President and CEO
of imec: “The new EUV scanners and
ASML metrology equipment will allow our
industry partners to perform collaborative
research on the most advanced and
industry relevant lithography and
metrology equipment. When it comes
to lithography, ASML is undoubtedly
the world leader. ASML and imec have
a nearly 30-year long tradition of joint
research, leading to breakthrough
patterning research to advance the
semiconductor industry roadmap.”

l

Leti and NARLabs
team up to
strengthen
microelectronics
innovation
TWO LEADING French and Taiwanese
research institutes announced their
new collaboration to facilitate a
scientific and technological exchange
between France and Taiwan.
Leti, a research institute of CEA
Tech in Grenoble, France, and
the Taiwanese National Applied
Research Laboratories (NARLabs),
two key nanotechnology research
providers in their respective countries,
will explore opportunities for joint
research-and-development projects
in high-performance computing and
networks, photonics, bio-medical
nanotechnologies and brain-computer
interface. Their scientists will meet
in a series of workshops to initiate
joint R&D projects. This agreement
also includes access to each other’s
unique equipment and platforms and
will offer opportunities to researchers
with a specific exchange program.
The agreement was signed by CEALeti CEO Emmanuel Sabonnadière
and NARLabs President Yeong-Her
Wang during the recent Leti Day
Taiwan in Hsinchu.
“CEA-Leti and NARLabs have the
same goals: to create differentiating
technologies and transfer them
to industry,” Sabonnadière said.
“This cooperation agreement will
be the starting point for a strategic
research cooperation between our
organizations that will strengthen
R&D and inspire microelectronics
innovation in both Taiwan and France.
The National Chip Implementation
Center (CIC) and the National Nano
Device Laboratories (NDL) of National
Applied Research Laboratories
(NARLabs) have fostered close ties
with CEA-Leti since 2017,” said
NARLabs Vice President Wu KuangChong. “Around the Leti Day Taiwan,
we held seminars together, and our
researchers were able to meet and
exchange ideas.
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STMicroelectronics and Fidesmo bring secure
contactless transactions to wearables
STMICROELECTRONICS and Fidesmo,
the contactless-services developer and
Mastercard Approved Global Vendor,
have created a turnkey active solution for
secure contactless payments on smart
watches and other wearable technology.
The complete payment system-onchip (SoC) is based on ST’s STPayBoost IC, which combines a hardware
secure element to protect transactions
and a contactless controller featuring
proprietary active-boost technology that
maintains reliable NFC connections even
in devices made with metallic materials.
Its single-chip footprint fits easily within
wearable form factors.
Fidesmo’s MasterCard MDES
tokenization platform completes the
solution by allowing the user to load
the personal data needed for payment
transactions. Convenient Over-The-Air
(OTA) technology makes personalization
a simple step for the user without any
special equipment.
“STPay-Boost, featuring our secure
element and performance-boosting
active contactless technology, is a unique
single-chip payment solution that fits the
design constraints of wearable devices,”
said Laurent Degauque, Marketing

Director, Secure Microcontroller Division,
STMicroelectronics. “Fidesmo’s
personalization platform provides the vital
ingredient to create a turnkey payment
solution that device makers can simply
take and use with minimal engineering
and certification effort.”
“Our cooperation with STMicroelectronics
opens up a new market for us with
support for lightweight boosted secure
elements, and broadens choices for our
customers,” said Mattias Eld, CEO of
Fidesmo. “Together, we have created
a unique offering that is sure to impact
the hybrid watch market and drive the
emergence of innovative new products
such as wristbands, bracelets, key fobs,
and connected jewelry.”
Kronaby, the Malmö, Sweden-based
hybrid smart-watch maker, has
embedded the STPay-Boost chip in
its portfolio of men’s and women’s
smart watches that offer differentiated
features such as freedom from charging
and filtered notifications. The SoC with
Fidesmo tokenization enables Kronaby
watches to support a variety of services
such as payments, access control,
transportation, and loyalty rewards.
Jonas Morän, Global Product Manager

at Kronaby, said, “We have achieved an
intuitive and seamless user experience
leveraging the ability to communicate
with the Secure Element in the watch
using Bluetooth. In addition, the ST/
Fidesmo chip’s boosted wireless
performance and compact size gives
us extra freedom to style our watches
to maximize their appeal in our target
markets.”
STPay-Boost chips with Fidesmo OTA
personalization are sampling now to lead
customers and are scheduled to enter
production in November 2018, priced
from $3.50 for orders of 1000 pieces
(excluding Fidesmo license).

INFICON acquires Final Phase Systems
INFICON, a supplier of vacuum
instrumentation and process control
software to the semiconductor
manufacturing industry acquired all
assets of Final Phase Systems (FPS) of
Austin, Texas, USA.
Founded in 2009 by Industrial Engineers
from AMD/Spansion’s Fab25, FPS has
grown to a team of 22 employees who
will now join the INFICON organization.
Together, INFICON and FPS have
developed the most comprehensive
Industrial Engineering Software
Suite available in the semiconductor
manufacturing industry.
With many successful deployments in
the USA and across the globe, they

have a proven track record of improving
capital productivity and labor efficiency.
By utilizing its software and techniques,
their customers have been able to realize
greater than 10% improvement in overall
fab efficiency. In collaboration with the
international SEMI organization, Final
Phase Systems has established itself as
a key player in the Smart Manufacturing
initiative and serves as Co-chair of
SEMI’s Smart Manufacturing Americas
Chapter.
“The acquisition of FPS is the latest
step in INFICON’s vision to provide
the semiconductor and display
manufacturing industries with the most
advanced factory and process control
tools available,” said Oliver Wyrsch,
COPYRIGHT SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR
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President, INFICON Inc. “The combined
product offering will put INFICON in a
unique position to provide the industry’s
only end-to-end software solution for the
fully connected Smart fab of the future.”
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Samsung Electronics starts production of EUV-based
7nm LPP process
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS has
announced that it has completed all
process technology development and
has started wafer production of its
revolutionary process node, 7LPP, the
7-nanometer (nm) LPP (Low Power Plus)
with extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography
technology. The introduction of 7LPP
is a clear demonstration of Samsung
Foundry’s technology roadmap evolution
and provides customers with a definite
path to 3nm.
The commercialization of its newest
process node, 7LPP gives customers the
ability to build a full range of exciting new
products that will push the boundaries
of applications such as 5G, Artificial
Intelligence, Enterprise and Hyperscale
Datacenter, IoT, Automotive, and
Networking.
“With the introduction of its EUV process
node, Samsung has led a quiet revolution
in the semiconductor industry,” said
Charlie Bae, executive vice president
of foundry sales and marketing team at
Samsung Electronics. “This fundamental
shift in how wafers are manufactured
gives our customers the opportunity
to significantly improve their products’
time to market with superior throughput,

reduced layers, and better yields. We’re
confident that 7LPP will be an optimal
choice not only for mobile and HPC, but
also for a wide range of cutting-edge
applications.”
EUV uses 13.5nm wavelength light
to expose silicon wafers as opposed
to conventional argon fluoride (ArF)
immersion technologies that are only
able to achieve 193nm wavelengths and
require expensive multi-patterning mask
sets. EUV enables the use of a single
mask to create a silicon wafer layer
where ArF can require up to 4 masks to
create that same layer. Consequently,
Samsung’s 7LPP process can reduce
the total number of masks by about 20%
compared to non-EUV process, enabling
customers to save time and cost.
The EUV lithography improvements also
deliver increased performance, lower
power and smaller area while improving
design productivity by reducing multipatterning complexity. Compared to its
10nm FinFET predecessors, Samsung’s
7LPP technology not only greatly
reduces the process complexity with
fewer layers and better yields, but also
delivers up to a 40% increase in area
efficiency with 20% higher performance
or up to 50% lower power consumption.

Since Samsung’s research and
development in EUV began in the 2000s,
the company has made outstanding
progress through collaborative
partnerships with industry-leading tool
providers to design and install completely
new equipment in its manufacturing
facilities to ensure the stability of EUV
wafers. The initial EUV production
has started in Samsung’s S3 Fab in
Hwaseong, Korea. By 2020, Samsung
expects to secure additional capacity
with a new EUV line for customers who
need high-volume manufacturing for
next-generation chip designs. As an EUV
pioneer, Samsung has also developed
proprietary capabilities such as a unique
mask inspection tool that performs early
defect detection in EUV masks, allowing
those defects to be eliminated early in the
manufacturing cycle.
Commercialization of EUV technology
is a revolution for the semiconductor
industry and will have a huge impact on
our everyday lives,” said Peter Jenkins,
vice president of corporate marketing
at ASML. “It is our great pleasure to
collaborate with Samsung and other
leading chip makers on this fundamental
shift in semiconductor process
manufacturing.”

Communications rise to represent largest portion of foundry sales
WITH tremendous growth of smartphones over the past
decade, foundry sales to the communications market
have soared and are now forecast to account for about
3x more than IC foundry sales to the computer market in
2018, based on IC Insights’ extensive part-two analysis of
the integrated circuit foundry business in the September
Update to The 2018 McClean Report.
Ten years ago, computers/computing systems were easily
the largest application for pure-play IC foundry sales, but a
relatively flat tablet PC market and lackluster desktop and
notebook PC sales since 2011 contributed to weak pureplay foundry sales into the computer segment.
Now, new server applications targeting artificial intelligence
(AI), the Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, and
cryptocurrency are forecast to breathe new life into this
market segment over the next five years. TSMC expects its
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IC sales into the IoT segment will grow by a CAGR of more than 20%
from 2017 through 2022 (the company had greater than $1.0 billion in
IoT sales in 2017).
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AI chip company raises $25 million in Series B funding
SYNTIANT CORP, an artificial intelligence
semiconductor company that is creating
ultra-low-power, high-performance,
deep neural network processors for
edge computing, has announced it has
raised $25 million in Series B funding
led by M12, Microsoft Corp.’s venture
fund. Other strategic investors that
participated in the raise include the
Amazon Alexa Fund, Applied Ventures,
Intel Capital, Motorola Solutions Venture
Capital and Robert Bosch Venture
Capital. Syntiant also announced the
expansion of its board to five members
with the appointments of Samir Kumar,
managing director of M12, and Bret
Johnsen, CFO of Space Exploration
Technologies (SpaceX), who will serve as
an independent director.
“We are both humbled and excited to
be supported by several of the world’s
greatest technology companies,” said
Kurt Busch, CEO of Syntiant. “With
participation from existing and new
investors, and deeper guidance from
our expanded board with the additions
of Samir Kumar and Bret Johnsen, we
will be able to commercialize Syntiant’s
neural network technology for batterypowered devices to truly enable
pervasive artificial intelligence.”
“Syntiant’s architecture is well suited for
the computational patterns and inherent
parallelism of deep neural networks,”
said Kumar. “We see great potential in its
ability to enable breakthroughs in power
performance for AI processing in IoT
[Internet of things].”
“Machine learning at the edge is the new
frontier for custom semiconductors,” said
Dave Flanagan, vice president of Intel
Corp. and group managing director of
Intel Capital. “We are enthusiastic with
the progress Syntiant has made since
we led its Series A round last year. We
look forward to working closely with the
impressive line-up of Series B corporate
investors to help further grow the
company.”
Syntiant is developing semiconductor
solutions designed from the ground up
for deep learning inference. Without
the constraints of legacy processor
architectures, Syntiant’s neural decision

“Syntiant’s technology is unrivaled by
any other player in the AI hardware
acceleration sector for the consumer
industry, enabling always-on inference
for voice/sound and image/video
applications on the edge,” said Luis
Llovera, managing director at Robert
Bosch Venture Capital. “The technology
is strategically relevant for a variety
of Bosch products, in particular for
consumer sensor applications.”
Earlier this month at Infineon’s
OktoberTech 2018, Syntiant
demonstrated a prototype NDP that
can simultaneously support dozens of
application-defined audio and keyword
classifications, enabling developers
to create custom, always-on speech
user interfaces. Optimized for audio
data rates, the processor is capable
of speaker identification, audio event
detection and environment classification,
and sensor analytics.
“Syntiant aligns perfectly with our
mission to support companies that fuel
voice technology innovation,” said Paul
COPYRIGHT SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR
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Bernard, director of the Alexa Fund at
Amazon. “Its technology has enormous
potential to drive continued adoption of
voice services like Alexa, especially in
mobile scenarios that require devices
to balance low power with continuous,
high-accuracy voice recognition. We
look forward to working with Syntiant
to extend its speech technology to new
devices and environments.”

processors (NDPs) use an analog
neural network that can offer orders
of magnitude lower power by extreme
memory efficiency along with massively
parallel computation with modest
precision. Ideally suited for applications
as small as hearing aids and IoT, to as
large as smart speakers and mobile
phones, Syntiant enables always-on
deep learning inference in batterypowered devices.

l

“Syntiant’s neural network technology
and its memory-centric architecture fits
well with Applied Materials’ core expertise
in materials engineering as we enable
radical leaps in device performance
and novel materials-enabled memory
technologies,” said Michael Stewart,
principal at Applied Ventures, the venture
capital arm of Applied Materials, Inc.
“Syntiant’s ultra-low-power neural
decision processors have the potential
to create growth in the chip marketplace
and provide an effective solution for
today’s demanding voice and video
applications.”
“Syntiant brings exciting possibilities
to our communications, workflow
applications and video technology for
users in public safety and industry,”
said Paul Steinberg, chief technology
officer, Motorola Solutions. “With many
of our users working in the field, often
in dangerous or demanding situations,
Syntiant’s deep learning capabilities are
well-suited for resource-constrained edge
devices that can help our customers
– from police officers to oil rig workers –
work safely and efficiently.”
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Semiconductors 2018:

Booming sales & life beyond Moore
With the mid-year SEMICON
West event behind us, and
SEMICON Europa mere days
away, the industry is taking stock
of its performance and looks
for means to continue the sales
boom that was 2017.
Technical Editor Mark Andrews
examines the highlights,
advances, and signs that a
‘More than Moore’ future is
looking bright.
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TAKING STOCK of the semiconductor industry can
seem not unlike attempting to put a gigantic puzzle
together when the scene depicted is all blue sky with
puffy clouds. How do the pieces fit together when
many seem to have the same color, texture or feel?
The solution is found in the details that reveal a picture
more complex, exciting and opportune than it may
sometimes appear.
SEMICON West in 2018 was once again a tale of
many conferences (or ‘cities’ if you wish,) inside a
gigantic tent designed to welcome any and all from
across the supply chain. Inside the tent was found
the exhibit floor city: new process tools, advanced
techniques and eager cadres of marketing and sales
exec’s all touting the brave new world available
only through their unique combination of hardware,
software and market insights. We will explore a few
stand-out examples shortly.
Cross to the other side of the great tent and one would
find the visionaries, prognosticators, analysts and
observers intermingled with hundreds of media, all
looking to either promote their vision of the future, tear
down a competing outlook, or pick out the truth from
amidst such a large hall of mirrors. Like any major
industry event there was plenty of news and insights,
much of it useful, but all tempered by the reality that
every major industry event carries with it the prospects
of seeing, hearing and believing what one expected
to witness before stepping one centimeter inside the
show halls.

More than Moore
As has been the case since the industry’s major fab
houses starting to leave 14nm nodes far behind,
forecasts permeated the air about what semiconductor
manufacturers will do to further scale transistor-laden
ICs as we draw ever closer to the theoretical limits of
Gordon Moore’s evolutionary predictions. This year’s
SEMICON West event was dominated by programs,
panels and round table discussions centered around
the idea that artificial intelligence (AI) in one form or
another is paving the road for a future built around
novel and alternative architectures.
In a daylong symposium sponsored by Applied
Materials, speaker after speaker addressed the theme
of AI becoming the new standard bearer of advanced
circuit architecture and design aspirations. In the
event’s keynote address, CEO Gary Dickerson said
that AM will soon announce new transistor materials
that will reduce leakage current by three orders of
magnitude. If this proves true, it could be as significant

a breakthrough for the overall industry as was Intel’s
advances in high-k metal gates back in 2007.
While Applied Materials’ look into its future was
highly insightful, such news (at least initially) is most
meaningful for the industry’s Top 10 fabs, with the
keenest interest of all hitting the development plans
of the world’s largest transistor device manufacturers.
So, unless writing a check for a few hundred million
USDs is likely to happen at your company, the
news from the many other materials specialists, tool
developers and process ‘perfecters’ will likely seem
the most important take-away’s from mid-year and
subsequent semiconductor festivals.
According to experts at IBM, who recently delivered
what the company believes is the first new
supercomputer built specifically to handle AI work,
the era of supercomputers utilizing conventional Von
Neumann architectures is fading fast, to be replaced
with AI-based designs, which visionaries like IBM’s
John Kelly see as entrance into a new ‘cognitive era’
of computing architectures that truly have the potential
to not only change the world, but fuel advances
across the semiconductor industry for, ‘…50 years or
more.’

Follow the money
While talk of tariffs and market fluctuations in the
smoldering China-US trade war was (and is) a sure
ticket for heated debate across the semiconductor
industry, there was general consensus that it will be

COPYRIGHT SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR
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SEM
micrographs
of structures
that can be
excavated using
the microPREP
2.0. A significant
advantage
over FIB-based
micromachining
is microPREP’s
faster ablation
rates: up to
10,000 times
quicker. The
types of device
structures
possible include
large area
samples and
3D shapes,
such as a basic
structure on a Si
wafer thinned to
< 15 μm (left);
a supporting
structure of
an XL-Chunk
(center); and
an XL-Chunk
prepared from
an IC sample
which has
been thinned
at multiple
positions (right).

the equipment makers who will take home the prize
if tensions escalate and no solutions that allow both
countries to ‘declare victory’ present themselves
in the coming months. As a 20 percent sell-off in
Chinese stock exchanges already testifies, and the
early-October woes of the US stock market have
shown, the stakes could not be higher for peacefully
ending the hostilities, brinksmanship and the torrents
of Tweets that seem to be the US president’s mode
of operation in settling anything. A sentiment often
heard at 2018 industry gatherings was the central idea
that the only winners in a trade war are those selling
‘weapons’ to both sides. In the case of semiconductor
manufacturing, it is the equipment makers who stand
to gain the most, at least in the short term.
The idea that both sides need to ‘bulk-up’ with
the latest and most innovative process tools and
technologies in order to win a trade dispute seems to
continue to find supporting evidence in the strength
of fab equipment sales. Driven by strong prices in
chips, and in the case of China – a strong desire to
manufacture their own rather than be dependent on
foreign supplies – has led to continuing sales strength
across almost all equipment categories. In 2017 the
industry grew by 20 percent; on the heels of such
stellar 2017 growth, the SEMI trade group originally
forecast in 1Q that 2018 would see much more
modest growth, with sales of new equipment expected
to rise about 7.5 percent. This projection was based
on the assessments of a half-dozen analyst firms that
SEMI utilizes to develop its own forecasts. By midyear 2018 the forecasters had to say they were too
conservative, proclaiming that 2018 growth could be
more in the range of 15 percent, a truly record-setting
pace, potentially taking the industry into unchartered
territory.
In SEMI’s latest forecast, the 16th October market
update and review, the trade group officially stated it
expected total wafer shipments in 2018 to eclipse the
all-time market high set in 2017, with the potential to
reach record levels through 2021. While most analysts
do not foresee double-digit growth every year for the
next three years, the group did say that its cautionary
stance is only because semiconductor manufacturing
is cyclical, with peaks and valleys that go beyond
expected seasonality, especially within consumer
segments.
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“As new Greenfield fab projects continue to emerge for
memory and foundry, silicon shipments are expected
to remain strong for 2019 and through 2021,” said
Clark Tseng, director of Industry Research & Statistics
at SEMI. “Silicon demand will continue to grow as
semiconductor content increases in mobile, highperformance computing, automotive, and Internet of
Things applications.”
While the latest SEMI market report did not specifically
address the role that memory devices play in
current sales growth, this aspect is discussed hotly
by industry observers since the types of dramatic
increases seen throughout 2017 and into 2018 are
almost always followed by declines once production
at major memory fabs increases. We all know the
story: as a pipeline drains, supply begins to increase
to meet the demand, but once what might be called
an ‘equilibrium’ is reached, sales typically decline,
sometimes to below the point they achieved before
the most recent rally, and sometimes they establish
a new ‘normal’ at a higher level than the market
previously attained.
According to senior SEMI researcher Sungho Yoon,
the current performance within memory markets
suggests that a ‘correction’ should have already
started taking place based on previous cycles. In
typical markets, analysts expect the Memory Inventory
Cycle to begin weakening before memory sales of the
top three suppliers decline. The cycle index peaked in
the 4th quarter of 2017, which would typically indicate
that sales would start to weaken in following quarters.
So far, only Micron has reported adverse effects
across its markets, citing headwinds from the ChinaUS trade disputes as possible harbingers of sales woe
to come.
Yoon stated in the SEMI report that, “A review of
the relationship between the Memory Inventory
Cycle Index, semiconductor sales, and memory fab
equipment investment growth rates suggests we have
passed the peak in the current cycle. However, bear in
mind that the Work in Process (WIP) to finished-goods
inventory ratio has sharply increased since 2017 …
the increase in WIP inventory could be attributed to
the increasing technical challenges associated with
3D NAND stacking and DRAM scaling. As a result,
the proportion of finished-goods inventory in total
inventory remained low until the second quarter
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of 2018, possibly implying that memory demand
remained healthy in spite of the contraction modeled
by the Memory Inventory Cycle Index.”
While a correction should already be underway,
several market factors including the China-US trade
dispute could be artificially postponing the point
at which a correction will occur. And while none of
the analysts would predict when the contraction will
ultimately occur, 2019 is the most likely point to expect
it, unless the industry’s unprecedented growth and
demand across consumer and commercial markets
remains well ahead of historical averages.

Tools of the trade
Product announcements, new techniques and
advances in defect elimination or solutions enabling
future chip architectures are the norm at major
industry events. The 2018 SEMICON conferences
proved once again to be fertile ground on which
to announce innovations that promise to increase
efficiency, cut costs or enhance performance in other
ways.
Advanced packaging techniques have become
relatively routine elements of next-generation
semiconductor production. Fan-out waferlevel packaging (FOWLP) is now a mainstay
for manufacturing new generations of sensors,
automotive components and systems on a chip
(SoCs) targeting multiple vehicle applications. Its
applicability extends to computing elements as well as
myriad consumer electronics including smartphones.

BrewerBUILD™ lineup. The BrewerBOND T1100 and
BrewerBOND C1300 series of materials combine to
create the company’s first complete dual-layer system
for temporary bonding and debonding of product
wafers. The new system was developed for power,
memory and chip-first fan-out devices – all of which
have stringent temperature, power and performance
requirements. The system can be used with either
mechanical or laser debonding methods.
Kim Yess, Brewer Science Technology Director for
Wafer-Level Packaging Materials, explained that
while many manufacturers have experience with diefirst FOWLP processes, concerns over a decrease
in device yields are eminent as a result of utilizing
die without confirmation of electrical performance.
The new BrewerBUILD product is designed to
enable redistribution layer (RDL)-first processes that
utilize known good die (KGD), which by definition
can increase yield under most circumstances and
conditions.
“The BrewerBOND T1100 series materials act as a
conformal adhesive bonding material. This layer is a
thermoplastic platform with specific rheology attributes
that sufficiently coat the device structures, protecting
them from the thermoset layer that resides on the
carrier. The BrewerBOND C1300 series material is
a curable thermoset layer that allows the material to
remain malleable until final cure,” she said.

An illustration
depicting the
typical process
steps involved
in deploying the
Brewer Science
BrewerBOND
dual-layer
system of
conformal
adhesive
materials that
are designed
to support a
diverse array
of FOWLP
requirements.

Device manufacturing and FOWLP techniques vary
widely across the industry; yet not every process or
technique maximizes yield. The industry does not
have standardized designs and processes, and this is
often seen by individual manufacturers as benefitting
their customers since production techniques can be
finely tuned to suit varying requirements. At the same
time, this individualism also requires flexible materials
that can work with the many custom ‘recipes’ seen
across the supply chain.
Few manufacturers are willing to support custom
development of materials that suit their processes
alone, so materials suppliers typically create families
of products that can be applicable to as many
manufacturers as possible while enabling diverse
approaches to component fabrication.
Two new products were released by Brewer Science
in conjunction with SEMICON Taiwan (September
2018) that are designed to give manufacturers more
flexibility and choices in their process adaptations,
as well as pathways for more consistent results and
increased yields.
The company introduced two new members to
its BrewerBOND® family of temporary bonding
materials, along with its first product in the new
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The
BrewerBUILD
family of
materials is
designed
to address
customer ‘pain
points’ that
are frequently
associated
with RD-first
processes.
The materials
support finer
features and
higher I/O
density in
advanced
packaging
architectures.

“BrewerBUILD family materials address pain points
experienced by customers associated with RDL-first
applications. This technology enables finer RDL
features (such as) ≥2 µm offering higher I/O density
for advanced packaging architectures. The material is
designed to address challenges that include bridging
the gap in the available I/Os at both the die and board
levels, high performance (requirements), integration
and form factor demands from end users, as well as
design and process complexity of fan-out packages.
“In order to maximize KGD and minimize yield
loss, BrewerBUILD materials provide coating at
the wafer and panel levels, in-process thermal and
mechanical stability,” she explained. These benefits
extend to polyimide (PI) cure and molding, strong
adhesion to metals such as Ti/Cu and polyimide,
as well as excellent chemical resistance. “It also
enables excellent laser debonding, including high
light absorption to protect device wafers from laser
damage, as well as low to no carbon residue after
laser debonding, which enables easier cleaning and
carrier reclamation,” she stated.

3D-Micromac Speeds sample prep
Cutting and preparing samples from semiconductor
wafers, dies and packages for microstructure
diagnostics and FA (failure analysis) is essential but
also time-consuming and costly. The primary method
of sample preparation in semiconductor and overall
electronics manufacturing is focused ion beam (FIB)
micromachining, which can take several hours to
prepare a typical sample. FIB only allows for very
small sample sizes, and precious FIB time is often
wasted by ‘digging’ excavations needed for crosssectional imaging in a scanning electron microscope
or making a TEM lamella. Reaching larger depths or
widths is severely restricted by the limited ablation rate
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found in other approaches, the company noted.
3D-Micromac offers a new solution that is designed to
speed preparation time, and in so doing, enable the
highly skilled technicians who typically perform these
tasks to concentrate on more essential areas of their
work such as evaluating test results and offering their
companies solutions to defects or other production
issues that their work is designed to uncover.
The company introduced its new microPREP 2.0™
laser ablation system for high-volume sample
preparation of metals, semiconductors, ceramics and
compound materials for microstructure diagnostics
and FA. By off-loading the vast majority of sample
prep work from the FIB tool and relegating FIB to final
polishing or replacing it completely (depending on
the application,) microPREP 2.0 reduces time to arrive
at a final sample stage to less than one hour in many
cases, the company stated.
In June 3D-Micromac and Fraunhofer IMWS received
the prestigious TUV SUD Innovation Award for their
collaboration on the development of microPREP
2.0. The annual prize honors successful cooperation
between small and medium-size enterprises and
research institutions. It is administered by TUV SUD,
a leading technical service corporation serving the
industry, mobility and certification segments.

Editor’s Note: In Part Two of this series,
Silicon Semiconductor will explore top news
developments arising from SEMICON Europa
along with the industry’s most interesting and
productive tools, techniques and processes.
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cover story wafer reader

New WID120 Wafer ID reader
simplifies, speeds semiconductor wafer
processing
The ´Made in Germany´ IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader sets
the standard for highest quality results and reliability.
By HTT Group
THE IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader is the latest
generation of advanced wafer ID readers. It was
designed to close the gap between easy usability and
highest flexibility while eliminating time consuming
(re-)teaching procedures for process tool operators.
Thanks to its fully automatic light control and
intelligent configurations handling, the IOSS WID120 is
able to tweak itself and improve read rates drastically.
It is the first tool of this kind, which saves the reteaching completely.
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WID120 – The benchmark for ID reading
in the semiconductor industry
The IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader was developed
to meet the very high demands of the semiconductor
industry. It easily decodes OCR, Barcode, DataMatrix
and QR code markings on any kind of wafer
regardless of the wafer material and coating.
The ´Made in Germany´ IOSS WID120 Wafer ID
Reader sets the standard for highest quality results
and reliability. These self-contained systems with a
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compact design achieve the highest read rates and
counts with customer proven reliability.
 All-in-one camera for reading OCR, Barcode,
DataMatrix and QR-Code
Easy to use GUI for reaching results within minutes
The new WID120 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
revolutionizes the ID Reader market. This GUI concept
with an easy to understand teaching wizard, enables
any technician to perform the simplified camera
setup process. With the automatic illumination
control, it helps receiving results even under suboptimal conditions. WID120 software also contains a
sophisticated intelligence that significantly decreases
time needed for support. The software adapts to new
reading conditions like different coatings on the wafer
and adds the new light setting automatically to the
existing recipes.

Intelligent state of the art illumination
system

of course fully automatic selected light modes, like
bright- and multiple dark-field illuminations, offer
a huge number of variations for the user. Up to
15 internal RGB light modes as well as an autoadjustment function are available to adjust lighting to
application needs. With these excellent, integrated
illumination possibilities and three optional external
light modes, future applications easily can be
matched.
The intelligent illumination system of WID120
decreases time for reading ID codes. It will speed
up your systems and will give you more flexibility in
production.
Special interfaces for easy integration into your
production equipment are also available.
The longer it works, the faster it gets.

Unlimited reading algorithms

Thanks to the unique IOSS patented optical system
with RGB (Red / Green / Blue) illumination, the
WID120 Wafer ID Reader can image any ID mark.
Different surrounding light conditions do not have any
impact on its settings and reading results.
Wafers with super-soft marks, ultra-thin coatings and
sapphire- substrates can be used with the WID120
without extra setup procedures. The intelligent and

The IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader system can
make 100% wafer traceability a reality. Our long-time
experience has proven ID recognition algorithms for
OCR Codes, Barcodes as well as DataMatrix and QRCodes on all types of wafers.
The system offers a flexible handling of different fonts
as well as customized output formats.
The read out results can be automatically checked
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Caption

via database, to ensure a perfect performance. Our
algorithms are customer proven to achieve excellent
reliability and robustness in the field of wafer ID
readers.

Image enhancement by using
intuitive digital filters
The IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader utilizes fully
automated image enhancement filters, in addition to
its unique RGB illumination technique.
It reads OCR, Barcode, DataMatrix and QR-Code in
one-step, due to its ultra-wide field of view.

Examples for WID120 Upgrade Kits
Wafer Prober:
Accretech / TSK, TEL, MARTEK/Electroglas,
SEMICS and others
Wafer Inspection:
ASTI, QES Mechatronic, RUDOLPH, CAMTEK
and others
Wafer Sorter:
RORZE, MECHATRONIC, NADATECH, BROOKS,
PST, ASYST, RORZE, R2D, COMET, TB PLONER
and other

Even in the most complex cases, this combination is
able to turn a read-failure into a read-success while
increasing steadiness.
All codes can be read all over our field of view. Even if
the code shifts its position or changes the angle, IOSS
WID120 is able to read it using our so-called ‘code
shift compensation.’

Fastest reading performance
IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader is the most advanced,
high-end system on the market. It is extremely
powerful and reliable. Using a high power processor
IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader permits intensive
image analysis to deliver extraordinarily reliable
results, together with superlative short read times. The
IOSS WID120 provides up to 10x faster reading results
compared to others.

Advanced automatic recipe
optimization
The software features of the WID120 automatically
optimize settings to read the most demanding wafer
marks. It allows reading OCR, Barcode, DataMatrix
and QR-Code in one job only. The flexible recipe
handling offers additional options to fulfill special
application requirements.
WID120 has the possibility to modify the results via a
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database configuration. Per trigger, it can adjust up
to 10.000 different settings. Two readers can operate
at the same time on a single reader interface to read
FRONT- and BACK- side using only one trigger signal.
Working with these systems requires no operator
intervention.

Optimum use of recipes
ID marks on wafers can vary from wafer to wafer and
between lots. The ´Made in Germany´ IOSS WID120
Wafer ID Reader automatically adapts to the current
situation and fulfills its job. Automatic optimization
of the unique intelligent illumination technique, RGB
light as well as using additional image enhancement
filters allow a fluent workflow at a stretch. The system
requires no manual optimization or adjustments by an
operator.

Flexibility, ease of integration and first
level service beyond comparison
The IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader can be integrated
into existing tools very easily and requires less
space. It works independent from software platforms
and uses a software version with a comprehensive
user interface. Thanks to the compact design and
additional available optical options for special
applications, the IOSS WID120 Wafer ID Reader can
be integrated into any kind of wafer processing and
handling equipment. Our top-class technical support
and service is well known for its high level knowledge
throughout our customer base.

Facts:
 All-in-one camera for reading OCR, Barcode, DataMatrix
and QR-Code
 Evolutionary integrated RGB-LED illumination
 Sophisticated intelligence
 Code-Shift-Compensation
 Intelligent illumination concept
 Additional external RGB-Illumination connectable
 Up to 99 different configurations per job file
 Supports database and master-slave option for FRONTand BACK- side reading
 Easy GUI - Graphical User Interface
 Integrated help, different languages for any menu option
 User guiding teach-in wizard
 Preview of fonts – Easy add new fonts
 Touch Screen ready
 Images can be stored via FTP
 Logging data can be stored via UDP
 Identification of every single Reader in local network
 Modified housing for more flexible integration
Strength:
 Increase tool uptime due to 100% wafer traceability
 Optimized functions for highest efficient wafer throughput
 Easy integration into your production equipment
 Fastest reading, up to 10x faster than others
 Biggest Field of View in the market: 35mm x 13mm (called
ultrawide Field of View)
 Development, Production is “Made in Germany´
 >10.000 systems installed worldwide
 Reader with best ROI (Return of Investment) in the market

Phone: + 49 89 54 67 85 0
e-mail: info@httgroup.eu
website: www.wid120.com
website: www.httgroup.eu

HTT High Tech Trade GmbH
Landsberger Straße 428
81241 Munich
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Smart manufacturing:
automating process control to

improve process capability index
Rudolph Technologies describes ways in which advanced process control
paired with automatic run-to-run adjustments can reduce variability,
increase yields and eliminate scrap.
By Jim Skeen, Director US Software Sales; Mike McIntyre, Director, ISG
Fabwide Product Management; and Joerg Reichelt, Software Engineer.

ADVANCED PROCESS CONTROL (APC) can
dramatically reduce net process variability by
adjusting process parameters from run-to-run (R2R)
based on the results of previous runs and inputs from
equipment fault detection and classification (FDC)
systems. The adjustments are made automatically,
without human intervention.
To be successful, the automated system requires
access to upstream and downstream process
metrology and the ability to build sophisticated
models that quantify the relationships between
changes in process inputs and the corresponding
process results. APC relieves the operator or engineer

Figure 1: Discover R2R APC Software (formally ProcessWORKS) uses feedback
data from process measurements and feedfoward data from preceding process
steps to automatically calculate and update recipe parameters for the current
run.
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from the need to manually analyze data and adjust
recipe parameters and permits immediate response to
changes, ultimately improving process capability and
yields.

Smart manufacturing
Smart manufacturing generally refers to the practice
of leveraging information to improve process
performance. R2R process control is one component
of a comprehensive approach to smart manufacturing
(Discover, Rudolph Technologies, figure 1). The
benefits of R2R can be further enhanced by close
integration with other components, such as automatic
FDC, which can prevent the incorporation of aberrant
data into the process model when a fault condition is
known to exist.
Other capabilities required in a comprehensive
smart manufacturing software suite include: data
visualization in a dashboard that presents critical
information to the operator at-a-glance on a userconfigurable display and permits fast, easy drill-down
to underlying details; yield enhancement software
that uses traditional statistical and multivariate
analysis techniques to model process performance
and automate yield learning; defect detection and
automatic defect classification that work together to
find and classify defects, allowing the operator to
focus on yield-limiting defects and ignore nuisance
defects, while constantly monitoring defect counts to
improve analysis and tighten process windows; and,
finally, a consistent and easy-to-use operator interface
for the entire suite (figure 2).
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Figure 2: A
comprehensive
smart
manufacturing
software suite
provides visibility
and automated
control of all
phases of the
semiconductor
manufacturing
process.

Results: Lithography, Etch, Deposition,
CMP

cases attempted to preserve the quantitative accuracy
of the representation.

In the interest of providing the broadest possible
overview in the examples below we cite relative
increases (%) in the process capability index (Cpk)
as a generalized measure of improvement. Cpk
measures the inherent variability in a process and its
ability to yield acceptable results. Given the sensitive
nature of process data, some of the illustrations below
have been altered to obscure sources and honor
confidentiality agreements, though we have in all

Lithography CD and Overlay
In Table 1, case 1 is a major lithography system
manufacturer. The metrology feedback was raw
scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements
of CD and overlay at very high data volumes. In
addition to a 45% improvement in Cpk, the customer
saw standard deviation decrease by 55% and the
number of wafers requiring rework decrease by 70%.
Figure 3:
Control chart
showing the
improvement
resulting from
R2R automatic
process
control in a
lithography CD
application. The
Discover R2R
APC Software
controller was
turned on soon
after the 500th
wafer run as
signified by the
blue line.
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Case #

Δ Cpk

Other Benefits

1

45%

Sigma  55%, rework  70%

2

20%

Rework  87%

3
40%
		

Probe yield  4-6%, rework  75%, monitoring lamp intensity w/ FDC for
predictive maintenance?$20M capital avoidance–R2R + FDC

4

32%

After 3 weeks

5

53% (CD)

Adaptive metrology saved 53.8 hrs/day of cycle time for all operations

57% (OL)
Table 1 Lithography - Cpk gains from APC.

Case 2 is another instance at the same customer on a
different lithography process. In this case Cpk rose by
20% and rework fell by 87%.

Case 4 is a German manufacturer of electronic
components, modules and systems. They saw a
30% increase in Cpk within three weeks.

Case 3 is a major US independent device
manufacturer (IDM). They were using a Canon
exposure tool and controlling 15,000 parameters
per wafer. They saw a 4% to 6% increase in probe
yields and a 75% decrease in rework. In addition,
they used fault detection and classification software
to monitor lamp intensity and warn of impending
lamp failure. The resulting reduction in downtime for
lamp replacement increased productive tool time and
avoided a $20M capital expenditure for additional
capacity.

The final example, case 5, is a global supplier of
wired infrastructure, wireless communications and
enterprise storage solutions. They used automated
process control to improve Cpk for photolithography
processes using Nikon and ASML exposure tools,
with a 53% improvement for critical dimensions and
57% improvement for overlay accuracy

Etch
Etch case 1 is a major manufacturer of data storage
systems monitoring a Veeco ion milling process.

Figure 4: Control
chart showing
the improvement
resulting from
R2R automatic
process control
in an etch
application. The
Discover R2R
APC Software
controller was
turned on soon
after the 90th
lot as signified
by the vertical
line shown in
both screen
reproductions.
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Case #

Δ Cpk

Other Benefits

1
50%
		
		
		

Sigma 40%, rework 10%, pilots, recipes from >200 to <50, pinpoint yield
excursions with automatic data feed to YMS. Also used FDC to monitor component
wear (reduced grid purchases 30%), verify R2R setting used, monitor equipment
data / interdict.

2
68%
		
		

Cycle time /lot  8 hrs, pilots , 200K parameters controlled with a single strategy.
Gate etch - controller tracks variation based on stepper (photo) and device (etch) –
200K parameters (steppers x etchers x reticles)

Table 2 Etch - Cpk gains from APC.

Three months after initiating APC, automation, and
yield management solutions, they had improved their
Cpk by 50%, improved mean centering by over
15%, and reduced standard deviation by 40%.
By eliminating manual tasks, the customer saved
100 hours per month in direct labor costs. By using
non-destructive measurement (enabled by the
reduced variability provided by R2R control), they
cut by half the time needed to verify the process was
operating normally.
The new monitoring process minimized the use
of monitor wafers while reducing wafer scrap and
improving yields by pinpointing process area yield
loss. Other measurable process improvements
included reducing the number of recipes by 75%,
improving cycle time by 5%, and improving tool

utilization by 15%. They also used automated fault
detection and classification to monitor component
wear (reducing grid purchases by 30%), verify recipe
adjustments/settings, monitor equipment data and
interdict when necessary.
Case 2 is a US-based IDM using APC to control an
Applied Materials tool in a gate etch process. The
controller tracks variations in photolithography and
etch data, monitoring 200K parameters per run.

Deposition
In this deposition application, the customer is a
large European chip manufacturer using Applied
Materials PVD and CVD systems. On both tools, the
APC adjusted deposition times based on measured
changes in deposition rates. Gas flow and RF power
were adjusted to control film uniformity. Results for the

Figure 5: Control chart showing the improvement resulting from R2R automatic process control in a deposition
application. The two tools (different colors on the chart), were both out of control before APC and both were
in control after APC. The Discover R2R APC software controller was turned on at day 25 signified by the blue
line above.
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Case #

Δ Cpk

Other Benefits

1

51% (thickness)
26% (stress)
		

Final thickness closer to target, fewer lots out of specification, easier changes
between products, quicker update to controller by process engineers, faster
feedback to compensate for tool drift.

Table 3 Deposition - Cpk gains from APC.

Case #

Δ Cpk

Other Benefits

1

150%

Rework  86%, scrap  40%, pilots  40%

2
137%
		

5 weeks from green-field (no R2R) to full production, wafer to wafer thickness variation
down 70%.

Table 4 CMP - Cpk gains from to compensate for tool drift.

two tools are shown in different colors on the chart in
figure 5. Before APC neither tool was in control and
rarely hit the targeted film thickness. APC improved
Cpk by 51% for thickness and 26% for stress.

CMP
For CMP processes (illustrated in figure 6), APC
calculates polish time for the current run based on
the removal rate measured for the previous run and
the film thickness measured on the incoming wafer.
The APC controllers also adjusted backpressure to
improve uniformity.
FDC was used to monitor slurry characteristics and
to ensure that the right settings were used by the tool
on each wafer. The customer found that with APC,
process validation with test wafers was needed only
after extended tool idle periods. This reduced the cost
of test wafers and increased tool throughput by 25%,
ultimately allowing this customer to avoid a $36M
capital expenditure for additional CMP capacity.
Table 4 shows combined results from 2 customers.
The first case is a major US IDM using an Applied
Materials Mirra system. With APC they were able to

increase Cpk by 150%. Using fault detection and
classification to monitor slurry they were able to save
9 wafer lots in a single interdiction.
Case 2 is a German electronics manufacturing
consortium. Within 5 weeks of deploying APC on a
green field tool installation with no previous baseline,
they were able to improve Cpk by 137% and reduce
thickness variation by 70%.

Conclusion
Discover APC Software incorporates information from
both upstream and downstream measurements and
inspections to calculate and implement optimal recipe
settings for the current run. It relieves the operator or
engineer of the need to manually analyze data and
modify recipe parameters, permitting faster responses
to variations in process conditions and avoiding
human errors.
We have offered numerous examples across a range
of processes, including photolithography, etch,
deposition and CMP, all showing significant reductions
in process variability and dramatic improvements in
process capability.

Figure 6: Example control chart showing the improvement resulting from R2R automatic process control in a CMP application.
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Why should you choose to sponsor
with CS International?
 Are you looking to accelerate your growth and reach the major players in
the compound semiconductor industry?
 Do you want to educate, influence and network with the industry?

If you have answered yes to any of the questions above,
then CS International 2019 is the perfect event for you.
Here are but a few reasons why you must consider
sponsorship.

Reasons to sponsor

1. Access and network with the top strategists within the
compound semiconductor industry
As the market leading global compound semiconductor
conference for almost a decade, CS International 2019 will
allow you to engage with 350+ senior decision makers
from the major companies along the entire value chain of
the compound semiconductor industry in one dedicated
exhibition hall, including over 30 international experts, who
will speak at the conference.
2. Raise brand and company awareness
We have an intensive and multi-faceted marketing program
available and already underway, which includes email
marketing, social media, conference partners, direct mail
and live events in addition to promotion in the prestigious
Compound Semiconductor print and digital magazine.
Coupled with the marketing program, the support of
our highly esteemed Conference association and media
partners ensure your company, product and service
will achieve maximum visibility within the compound
semiconductor industry for the next 6 months.

3. Thought leadership and credibility
Aligning with the premier compound semiconductor
conference will give you a great opportunity to be
positioned as a thought leader in the industry. Engage
in debate, share insights and expertise on industry
challenges with your peers.
4. ROI and long-term partnerships
Many of our sponsors repeatedly support the event
year on year, demonstrating how the industry trusts the
CS International brand as the leading information and
networking resource to deliver the best programme and
ROI. Unparalleled networking opportunities enable you
to both build existing and generate new relationships and
demonstrate ROI by aligning with the conference brand.
5. Accessibility
We have opportunities to suit all budgets.
6. Post-event exposure
Even when the event is over, you will be included in offseason conference promotional activities, plus the CS
print and digital magazine as well as the weekly email
newsletter.

Contact: sponsor@cs-international.net to discuss opportunities with the CS International Conference
and Exhibition team or by calling +44 (0)2476 718 970 today.
Sponsorship opportunities are limited.
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Valens

Valens

road to in-vehicle connectivity
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Valens

For autonomous vehicles to enter markets en masse,
electrical and electronic architectures need to be rethought,
according to Valens, a fabless IC company on course to
simplify those systems. The company believes that without a
new approach, vehicles will be unable to handle a growing
tidal wave of data generated by increasingly sophisticated
electronic systems, sensors and vehicle gateways. Valens
offers its HDBaseT concept, which is gaining traction with
automakers who have examined the new technology.

IN-VEHICLE DATA bottlenecks are on the brink
of imperiling advances in automotive electronic
systems thanks to the proliferation of data, ‘oldschool’ architectures and power-hungry components
counted on to deliver enhancements in passenger
safety, navigation, communications and entertainment
connectivity.
Vehicles on today’s roads aren’t grinding to a halt
due to poor system level communications networks.
But some industry insiders are cautioning that future,
powerful in-vehicle systems may imperil ongoing
development goals if auto makers do not change
their traditional approach of adding sought-after
capabilities without reengineering the wiring and
data communications networks critical to increased
functionality. Auto makers are confronting a serious
concern: how will the industry achieve vehicle
autonomy or even further ADAS advances on the
road to autonomy if they are wedded to a patchwork
of electronic control systems and networks that add
complexity and potential failure points throughout
their vehicle fleets?
Valens, a fabless design and development company
based in Israel, believes it has an answer: the highspeed HDBaseT concept they created for secure
and simplified in-vehicle and electronic system
connectivity.
Speaking at the Paris Mondial de l’Automobile
in October, CEO and co-founder of Valens, Dror
Jerushalmi, noted that automotive systems which
increase in complexity with each new iteration
can hold back achieving the functionality goals
that advanced electronics can bring to the driving
experience. The solution is not adding more systems,
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valens
Right: Advanced semiconductor technology has transformed automobiles
into ‘computers on wheels’ with a proliferation of sensors, cameras, radars,
networking gateways and other advanced components that have added
functionality but also increased complexity and added potential failure points.

but rethinking how the systems communicate while
simplifying in-vehicle architectures, he maintained.
“We heard a lot about sensors, cameras, connected
cars, autonomous cars, but only a few people
consider the technology needed to connect all of
these devices together,” said Jerushalmi at the Paris
conference. In the future, he explained, vehicle
systems will proliferate, requiring greater computing
power and better mobile networks. Combined with
the large amount of data being generated, future
vehicle architectures will require new connectivity
technologies.
Valens’ long-touted, high-speed connectivity solution
has entered advanced testing at several automakers
and Tier 1 suppliers, according to the company. It
will next move to its first production program, an
automotive infotainment system in a 2020 model
Mercedes vehicle platform, according to a Wards
Auto report in April 2018.

Valens
technology
is designed
to simplify
on-board auto
networking and
connectivity

28

Current vehicle electronics systems are a mish-mash
of connectivity challenges, according to the company.
Some microprocessors and devices run on the
Controller Area Network (CAN) bus communication
protocol; others operate via FlexRay, Linux, TTP
(Time Triggered Protocol) or Ethernet networks.
Systems vary by auto maker and there are few
universal standards other than those required by
national safety or communications regulators. Given
the rigorous demands of automotive qualification,
once a system is approved for in-vehicle usage,
it tends to stay there for many production cycles,
business facts of the industry that could impact future
advances.
While today’s approach may seem ‘nonsensical’
outside the realms of automotive engineering, it
should be noted that multiple
connectivity technologies are
presently utilized because some
systems simply perform better
with specific protocols. But
to share data throughout the
vehicle, networking gateways
are needed to serve as an
interface and ‘translator’ so
that one system can inform
and operate alongside and
cooperatively with others,
sharing data as needed. But this
approach also drains in-vehicle
power and slows performance,
not to mention adding complexity,
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weight and cost to the ‘computers on wheels’ that
automobiles have become.
HDBaseT promises to solve vehicle makers
communications problems, Valens contends,
because it can work well as the connectivity solution
for all onboard applications. Silicon Semiconductor
Technical Editor Mark Andrews spoke recently with
Micha Risling, SVP and head of Valens’s Automotive
Business Unit, concerning the challenges faced by
automakers, and how the Valens’ solution could help
untangle the increasingly dense array of in-vehicle
networking challenges.
“As we move towards autonomous driving, cars
need more devices – such as cameras, sensors,
displays. With more devices, we need the computing
processing power and the bandwidth to handle
the increasing amounts of data being circulated in
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our cars. While there is much buzz in the industry
regarding the amazing technologies that will
enable autonomous driving; the silent element in
this revolution is the in-vehicle infrastructure and
connectivity that must transmit unprecedented
terabytes of data between the devices and the highperformance compute elements in the car. That is the
main challenge facing the industry right now: current
in-vehicle connectivity solutions are not able to deliver
the bandwidth and robustness necessary to guarantee
safe autonomous driving,” said Risling.
The executive went on to explain key benefits of the
company’s technology and ways that HDBaseT fits the
needs of automotive manufacturers:
 Bandwidth: HDBaseT Automotive enables the
transmission of multi-gigabit data over a single
cable (such as unshielded twisted pair), with
near zero latency. In addition, it converges several

interfaces over the same cable, reducing the
number and weight of cables.
 Electromagnetic compatibility: one of the
challenges of the connected car is the increased
risk of EMI as more and more devices are crammed
inside the vehicle. Those risks are compounded
by the increase in mission-critical autonomous
functionality. HDBaseT Automotive is highly
resistant to such interference, while also minimizing
its own emissions, even over UTP.
 Robustness and reliability: HDBaseT Automotive
is an “all-delivered” technology, eliminating the
risk of dropped or non-delivered packets, with
redundancy capability for further reliability.
 Flexibility: HDBaseT Automotive brings
architecture flexibility for the transmission of video
and data, supporting daisy chaining, multistreaming and networking topologies.
Experts disagree about the likelihood of autonomous
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An illustration of the various vehicle and infotainment systems that Valens chips can control along unshielded twisted copper pair wirelines.

vehicles becoming an ‘everyday’ fact of daily driving
within the next five years. Fatalities occurring in the
US State of Arizona led Governor Doug Ducey to ban
Uber’s autonomous vehicle testing program in March
2018 after a pedestrian was killed during tests on
public roadways.
Uber discontinued tests on California roadways as
well, which has caused a ripple effect with other
companies actively developing autonomous systems;
such companies are reevaluating their processes,
technologies and safeguards.
While autonomy and various levels of self-driving
operations could be enabled by Valens technology,
creating autonomous vehicles is not the company’s
sole pursuit. Valens focuses on enabling very high
bandwidth and ultra-low latency data transmission.
One key question, which also happens to affect those
aiming to create autonomous vehicles, centers on the
best means to enable high-speed data processing in
moment-by-moment situations that occur whether a
human is behind the wheel or not.
The Valens
technology
allows multiGig tunneling
with near-zero
latency.
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While some automakers may want to rely on cloudbased resources to help augment data intensive
scenarios, and thus reduce on-board processing
requirements, all recognize that cloud connections will
only be possible in some situations. An autonomous
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vehicle needs to navigate and perform all its critical
functions independently of wireless data links.
“High bandwidth and ultra-low latency are critical,
but not if the overall connectivity system cannot
handle the very noisy automotive environment. As we
mentioned before, electromagnetic interference is a
serious issue for connected and autonomous vehicles,
and unless automakers can have full reliability on
the system, such interference can have catastrophic
consequences.”
”Another issue, as you mentioned, is the overload of
data. Cloud-based resources, such as data centers,
are not a possible solution. Autonomous cars
cannot rely on wireless connectivity to distant data
centers to guarantee safety and proper functioning
of autonomous systems. What happens when the
network drops, or when there is interference from
different systems in the region, or when there is no
wireless access? The automotive ‘data center’ must
be located inside of the car.”
“With more and more data comes an increased
number of computing units (ECUs), which must
communicate with one another and with the different
devices in the vehicle. One of the challenges OEMs
face is how to reduce the number of necessary
ECUs in the car – because of space, weight and cost
considerations – without compromising autonomy
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features. This is one of the benefits of HDBaseT,
which provides increased flexibility on where to
position ECUs, and how to leverage different ECUs
for different needs in the car, in an ‘as-needed’
manner. Cars are becoming a data center on wheels,
and the ability to reach virtualization of resources is
a must.”
“Another challenge for automakers is the increased
number of cables necessary to transmit the different
interfaces (video, controls, USB, etc.). HDBaseT is a
technology that enables the convergence of different
native interfaces into the same link and cable (for
example, video, audio, power…), leading to more
overall savings.
“HDBaseT is a flexible technology that adapts to the
specific demands of each use case and application
– for example, most ADAS applications do not need
symmetric high-bandwidth, as most of the data is
traveling from the cameras to the ECUs/displays,
while just controls are traveling towards the cameras/
sensors. Other use cases (e.g. smart antenna) need
symmetric transmission. HDBaseT can deliver both.”
While the HDBaseT system Valens advocates is
flexible, Risling said it was not intended to be a

replacement for all automotive electrical and control
systems. For example, usage in powertrain systems
or electric vehicle (EV) recharging could be relevant,
but automakers would not necessarily need HDBaseT
to replace electrical wiring systems for sake of
continuity across a vehicle platform this should not
inhibit future design ambitions. “As such, it is likely that
OEMs will maintain the existing solutions in the market
today, such as CAN, MOST etc. HDBaseT can co-exist
with, and even tunnel these different technologies over
one cable, optimizing the overall connectivity within
the car,” he remarked.
Valens is a founding member of the HDBaseT Alliance,
which today boasts more than 200 members. The
alliance advances and promotes the core technology
for wired connectivity across both automotive sectors
and audio-visual component makers, in-vehicle
infotainment developers and other groups within the
automotive supply chain.

Micha Risling,
SVP of Valens
Business Unit

 Founded in 2007, Valens is a top provider of
advanced IC devices for the distribution of
uncompressed high definition (HD) multimedia
content (through a single cable) for audio-visual,
automotive, industrial and consumer electronics.

Submit
your Lab & Fab article

Research is the foundation for the growth of the
Silicon Semiconductor industry.
If you want to highlight the important breakthroughs
that you make, submit your latest research stories to:

jackie.cannon@angelbc.com
It is imperative that Silicon Semiconductor remains
a timely resource for this industry, so we are only
interested in highlighting very recent work
reported in academic papers.
Therefore, please only consider writing a short piece
highlighting your work if you have a journal paper that
has been accepted and about to appear in press,
or a paper that has been published within
the last month.

www.siliconsemiconductor.net
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Keeping mold
compounds
honest
The damage caused by a subtle
change in mold compound can be
anything from minor to catastrophic, but
acoustic tests provide early intervention.
Tom Adams, consultant,
Nordson-Sonoscan, explains.
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AN ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLER who regularly
receives a quantity of a specific component rightly
expects the components to be the same in all respects
from one shipment to the next. Rarely some of the
components may have external damage that can be
found by visual inspection. Less rarely some of the
components may have internal structural defects
that can be found by non-destructive acoustic micro
imaging. In both cases the imperfect components can
be removed from assembly, and field failures can be
avoided. The internal structural defects have various
names - voids, cracks, delaminations, non-bonds and
various ways of causing electrical failure, but they are
easily found by non-destructively displaying internal
structural features with an acoustic micro imaging tool.
There is another type of defect, however, that is not
detected by imaging and yet is capable of causing
widespread damage. What has happened is that
the component manufacturer has used a different
mold compound in this shipment of the component.
The mold compound will look just like that used in
earlier shipments, but it will have different physical
characteristics and may react differently to reflow and
various working environments. The lot of components
may pose a significant reliability problem. It is possible
for the different mold compound to be harmless. It
may be similar enough in its physical characteristics
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micro imaging
Figure 1:
A single
component
receives
acoustic testing

to the specified mold compound to survive reflow
and its anticipated lifetime of service without causing
significant numbers of failures, even though some
limited internal damage such as delaminations may be
present.
More likely is a situation in which the mold compound
being used differs significantly from the intended
mold compound. The components could sail through
reflow with few or no problems. If a few components
are imaged acoustically after reflow, they may reveal
delaminations, but there is no way to determine that
the delaminations were caused by the unsuspected
physical characteristics of the mold compound. The
nature of the mold compound, though, may have
set up mechanical stresses and other problems that
will only make themselves apparent as field failures.
(Similar failures may occur if the mold compound is
actually correct but out of date.)
Detecting a changed mold compound in an incoming
shipment is difficult because two mold compounds
differ from each other in so few observed features. But
Sonoscan has developed a routine to measure the
Acoustic Impedance and the Acoustic Attenuation of
mold compounds. The results are useful in identifying
a mold compound that differs significantly from the
mold compound used in previous shipments of a
given component.

Acoustic impedance
Acoustic Impedance is the product of a material’s
density (in g/cc) and the material’s acoustic velocity
(in m/sec). Sonoscan’s C-SAM acoustic micro
imaging tools can measure a material’s Acoustic
Impedance directly simply by sending a pulse of
ultrasound at its surface and receiving and analyzing
the return echo for analysis [Figure 1]. Echoes come
only from material interfaces. Within the body of a
component, the interfaces are largely between two
solids, or, in the case of voids and similar gap-type
defects, between a solid and the air within the defect.
In measuring the Acoustic Impedance of a mold
compound, the interface is between the surface of
the mold compound and the water that couples the
transducer to the mold compound. Since the Acoustic
Impedance (density x acoustic velocity) of the water
at the interface doesn’t vary during the test, the
Acoustic Impedance of the mold compound is easily
determined.

rigidly fixed. The purpose is simply to obtain enough
readings to cancel out variations caused by uneven
filler particle distribution and surface irregularities. The
edges of the component are avoided, as are mold
marks and printed areas.
The transducer that is employed usually has a
frequency of 15 MHz. The frequencies of acoustic
micro imaging tool transducers range from 5 MHz
(large spot size, low resolution, good penetration) up
to 400 MHz (very small spot size, very high resolution,
limited penetration). The Acoustic Impedance of a
mold compound does not change no matter what
frequency transducer is used or what the spot
size is. But for practical reasons a relatively lowfrequency 15 MHz transducer is used because its
large spot size evens out variations in filler particle
distribution. It would be possible to measure the
Acoustic Impedance of a component using 400 MHz
transducer, but the tiny spot size that gives superb
imaging resolution would make the task take far more
time to achieve the same result.
The higher frequency would also cause the ultrasound
to be more easily disturbed by any surface variations
on the component. The technician performing the
test has at hand the average Acoustic Impedance
for previous lots of the same component. Suppose
the five Acoustic Impedance readings from a given
component being tested are 4.39, 4.72, 4.18, 4.25,
and 4.53 MegaRayls. The average of these 5 readings
is 4.41 MegaRayls. If the long-term average for this
component is close to this number, 4.51, say, there

The Acoustic Impedance values of mold compounds
vary from about 2.0 MegaRayls to about 8.0
MegaRayls but measuring the Acoustic Impedance
at a single spot on a component’s surface is not
sufficient. The exact reading at a given location is in
part determined by the quantity and distribution of
filler particles at that location. Since filler particles are
not distributed evenly, common practice is to send a
pulse of ultrasound at the component’s surface in five
locations, one more or less near the center and one
toward each of the four corners. The locations are not
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Figure 2:
Acoustic
Attenuation
is greater at
higher ultrasonic
frequencies
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micro imaging
over a given distance in a given material than low
frequency ultrasound. It is possible, for example, to
examine a flip chip’s solder bump attachment with a
400 MHz transducer by pulsing ultrasound into the
back side of the silicon chip, but applications for 400
MHz are limited because it is attenuated so rapidly
by most other materials. Figure 2 shows the loss per
millimeter of transmission of three mold compounds.
Low-frequency ultrasound traveling through sample
A loses only around 2 dB per mm, but higher
frequencies lose up to 8 dB per mm. Losses in the
other two mold compounds increase far less rapidly
as the frequency increases, meaning that thicker
components using these mold compounds could be
imaged and that thinner components could be imaged
by a higher frequency transducer to achieve better
resolution.

Figure 3:
Acoustic
Impedance
and Acoustic
Attenuation
values of
ten mold
compounds

is little likelihood that a different mold compound has
been used in the new lot. If one number out of the
five is significantly different from the other four (if one
number was 5.22 in the example above, for example),
the technician may pulse a sixth location to see
whether it deviates from the other five. The technician
will also probably test a few more components from
the incoming lot. If there is little variation, he may be
relatively satisfied that nothing is amiss. But to be even
more safe, he will perform a second test to quantify
the component’s Acoustic Attenuation.

Acoustic attenuation
As ultrasound is transmitted through a material, it is
gradually absorbed and scattered by the material,
and the signal becomes weaker. There are wide
variations in the attenuation of different materials.
Diamond attenuates hardly any of the ultrasound, and
monocrystalline silicon is nearly at the same level.
At the bottom of the scale is rubber, which absorbs
ultrasound over such short distances that only very
thin samples can be imaged, although a C-SAM has
been used successfully to look at voids underneath
the rubber coating on a cable.
To measure the Acoustic Attenuation of a component,
the C-SAM transducer fires a pulse of ultrasound into
the top surface of the component. The pulse travels
downward to the first material interface, undergoing
some attenuation and scattering as it travels through
the mold compound. It is reflected by the interface
and travels back to the transducer and is further
attenuated by the return trip.
When it arrives back at the transducer a few millionths
of a second later, its amplitude is measured by
calculating the dB loss per millimeter. (Some loss
also occurs at the material interface from which it is
reflected when part of the pulse is transmitted across
the interface, but this loss is easily calculated from the
properties of the two materials at the interface.)
High frequency ultrasound is absorbed more rapidly
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Measuring Acoustic Attenuation complements
the measurement of Acoustic Impedance in a
very significant way. It is not unusual for two mold
compounds to have Acoustic Impedance values
that are very close to each other, 5.24 and 5.35,
for example. But in almost all materials Acoustic
Attenuation is unrelated to Acoustic Impedance. When
a technician measures both values in an incoming
lot of components and finds that the values are both
very close to the values recorded for previous lots of
the same component there is little possibility that the
incoming lot contains a mold compound that differs
in any material attribute from the mold compound in
previous lots.
But there exist mold compounds whose Acoustic
Impedance and Acoustic Attenuation values are close
to those of another mold compound. A few examples
of this phenomenon can be seen in Figure 3 where
a perusal of past readings for a particular mold
compound is not conclusive in separating it from a
second compound that could conceivably by used in
incoming components, the user may wish to examine
a few components acoustically after reflow to detect
unexpected flaws.
There is one situation in which both values may
appear to have gone crazy in a particular component.
Sonoscan’s laboratories often image both faces of
a component, and sometimes find wildly different
values on the two faces. The cause: the component
is a counterfeit, and the top surface has been sanded
down and “blacktopped” with a material whose
properties have no relation to the original mold
compound.
But the main role of the two quick tests described
here is spotting trouble before it starts. The
eventual damage caused by a subtle change in
mold compound can be anything from minor to
catastrophic, but the acoustic tests provide early
intervention.
C-SAM is a registered trademark of Sonoscan, Inc.
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additive manufacturing

Overcome design constraints with

additive manufacturing

Nanoscribe’s on-chip 3D micro-printing enables the creation of optical
and MEMS components directly onto PCBs as well as electronic and
optical device structures to support the development of photonic
integrated circuits (PICs).

THE GROWING DEMANDS of high-speed data
communication, unmanned aerial vehicles and
portable medical devices are but a few of the
industries that can benefit from Nanoscribe’s
new direct laser writing technology for additive
manufacturing. The company is presently utilizing
its technologies to produce photonic and electronic
device structures to support wide-ranging applications
in research and industry. Additive manufacturing at
the nano scale enables designers and manufacturers
to avoid some of the traditional processing steps
employed to create electronic/ photonic circuits.
Nanoscribe’s highest resolution 3D printers can print
and integrate microscopic components directly on
integrated circuits such as micro-lenses for photonic
circuit applications and deformable structures for
MEMS actuators.
Nanoscribe GmbH (Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen,
Germany) designs and builds 3D printers for nanomicro- and meso-scale applications as well as
photoresists and process solutions. The company
began as a spin-off of the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT, Germany) and now serves global
research and industrial markets. Nanoscribe has
received a number of awards and recognitions for its
technologies including a 2014 Prism Award and the

2015 WTN Award. Nanoscribe was also a finalist in
the 2015 Deutscher Gründerpreis (German Founders’
Award) competition.
Nanoscribe’s groundbreaking technique enables
the smallest objects with complex geometry and
feature sizes (from hundreds of nanometers up to
several millimeters) to be printed directly on wideranging materials common to electronic and photonic
manufacturing. They are produced in a single printing
step and on a scale which was previously inaccessible
to 3D printing.
Nanoscribe’s Photonic Professional GT system uses
two-photon polymerization to print nano scale device
features. In this printing process a laser exposes a
photosensitive resin by means of a high-numerical
aperture objective along a controlled trajectory,
layer-by-layer, that follows the pre-drawn CAD design.
The material being printed solidifies only in the laser
focus spot, which allows for a wide range of 3D
structural types with even submicron features. The
precision optics and advanced software tools of the
Nanoscribe system enables the fabrication of 3D
polymer structures with extreme precision, making the
strengths of additive manufacturing available to microand nanofabrication including full, 3D design freedom

Image 1 (left)
and Image 2
(right)
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and a simple workflow from CAD model to final part.
This process supports rapid design iteration cycles
that save time and costs during product development.
Additionally, the wide choice of print surfaces now
also includes pre-patterned chips, making it possible
to add 3D miniaturized functional parts to highly
integrated circuits.
Nanoscribe printed a series of hemispherical microlenses (Image 1) onto photonic chips for the first time
to demonstrate the capabilities of its unique hardware
and software technologies. The micro-lenses were
fabricated on top of grating couplers previously
patterned on a photonic chip (Image 2). Using this
technique, an array of micro-lenses can couple light
into the circuit. The micro-optics were created in one
printing step and without the need to align and mount
the finished micro-optics mechanically into the prestructured microchip.
This process of direct fabrication of components
onto existing circuits reduces packaging costs in
equipment and saves time in calibration. Moreover, it
avoids pick and place as well as curing-based fixing
procedures. Taking advantage of the laser accuracy,
3D micro-printing also offers submicron precision and
optical quality surfaces that meet the requirements
for high performance micro-optics. Altogether, these
benefits make this manufacturing technique a valuable
method for in situ fabrication of micro-optics onto PICs
for higher data transfer in telecommunication.

fabricate deformable, bowtie-like structures directly
on MEMS actuators (Image 3). These structures
can stretch and bend and otherwise deform in a
characteristic manner due to their design and 3D
geometry. Deformation occurs through the application
of low-voltage current.
“We have shown that coupling 3D micro
printing with MEMS actuators is a powerful way to
produce 3D micromechanical systems tailored to
specific needs. Nanoscribe 3D printers allow us
rapid prototyping of submicron-resolution structures
that would otherwise be impossible to fabricate via
single-photon stereo-lithography or the deposition and
etching processes commonly used in semiconductor
foundries,” said Professor White.
The university is exploring methods to utilize the
dynamic actuation of 3D printed microstructures for
deformable optics and micro-miniature ‘scaffolding’
for tissue engineering experiments. This foundational
work hopes to find better methods for restoring tissue
that has been lost or damaged.

Image 4:
CMOS-Chip:
Lens stacks
with different
focal lengths
printed onto a
CMOS sensor
for “foveated
imaging.” (photo
courtesy of
the Universität
Stuttgart/PI 4)

3D printed micromechanical
components on MEMS actuators
3D micro-printing also benefits the development
of new microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
actuator structures utilized in medical imaging and
tissue regeneration amongst other applications.
Professor Alice White at Boston University utilized
Nanoscribe’s latest micro-printing techniques to
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Image 3:
Boston
University, under
the direction
of Professor
Alice White, has
successfully
utilized
Nanoscribe’s 3D
micro-printing
processes
to create
deformable
optical
and MEMS
components
for ongoing
experiments
into tissue
engineering.
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additive manufacturing
Researchers from the University of Stuttgart used a
Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT system to print
micro-objective lenses with different focal lengths onto
a high-resolution CMOS chip. All images created by
the lenses on the chip are simultaneously read out
electronically and processed into an image with a
significantly improved resolution in the center. This
so-called “foveated imaging” is very attractive for the
production of cameras with sensors that mirror the
extra-wide field of vision of an eagle’s eye, e.g., for
applications in automotive or smartphone industries
as well as in the medical field.

Image 5: Semisphere micro-lenses with steep slopes and smooth surfaces are
directly fabricated with a Photonic Professional GT.

This array of hemispheres (image 5) demonstrates the
high shape accuracy and optically smooth surfaces
achievable by using two-photon-polymerization. The
printed hemispherical micro lenses have a shape
accuracy better than 1 μm and a surface roughness
better than 10 nm Ra. The array with a size of 1 square
centimeter in total and hemispheres with a height of
150 μm was written into a solid negative tone resist.
Due to the optimized combination of hardware and
software components one can achieve a high and
consistent precision on the whole area of the writing
field.
Using a Nanoscribe system, the fabrication of
diffractive optical elements (DOE) which typically
have significantly smaller feature sizes than refractive
optics, is possible as well. DOEs can be designed for
functionalities that are hardly accessible with refractive
optics, such as the generation of almost arbitrary light
distributions in the far-field. By means of a Photonic
Professional GT, functional multilayered diffractive
optical elements can be directly patterned onto glass
substrates within 10 to 20 hours, enabling rapid
prototyping and design iterations.

Nickel Shim

Image 6: Diffractive optical elements (DOE) can also be printed utilizing the
Nanoscribe system.

The challenge of fast and low-cost production of
micro-optical elements can be solved by fabricating
a nickel shim from the printed polymer structures
by electroforming, allowing standard replication
techniques such as injection molding or hot embossing
to be used for subsequent mass replication;
nanoimprinting is another viable replication route.

Summary
Nanoscribe’s 3D printer Photonic Professional GT
allows producing almost arbitrary micro-shapes
with optically smooth surfaces in an additive and
tool-free way. This effectively circumvents limitations
imposed by mechanical tools, and geometrical or
process design-constraints often encountered with
techniques such as subtractive machining, (greyscale)
lithography, photoresist reflow and wet-etching.

Image 7: Nickel-shim (right), fabricated from a 3D printed polymer master (left).
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In this way, steep slopes for high numerical aperture
micro-lenses, arrays with high filling factors and
varying curvatures, as well as more complex 3D
shapes can be achieved. Mass replication is possible
by using metal replicas of these shapes.
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